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12 Hooked on books 
 
 
7 Review 
 

7 a Language in use (p. 184)  
Example answers 
1  The teacher told us to sit down. 
2  Sue warned me to not copy her writing homework. 
3  Tom asked if I could help him write that blog entry. 
4  Mum told us to wash our hands before lunch. 
5  The teacher ordered him to stop writing text messages during the lesson. 
6  My father forbade me to leave my room before I had finished my homework. 
7  Gemma begged me to close the window. 
8  Philipp wanted me to call him back at 3 pm in the afternoon. 
 
 

7 b Language in use (p. 185)  
noun adjective noun adjective 

fascination fascinating confusion confused / confusing 
taste tasty / tasteless thrill thrilled / thrilling 
romance romantic disappointment disappointed / 

disappointing 
humour humorous sadness sad 
adventure adventurous fun funny 

 
 

7 c Vocabulary (p. 185)  
genre definition 

detective story a private investigator tries to solve a crime or a series of crimes 
adventure story a suspenseful and exciting heroic tale 
love story deals with the love relationship of two people 
thriller an exciting fictional story about criminal activities or spying 
non-fiction a factual narrative in form of a novel 
science fiction often about scientific discoveries, space travel and technology of the future 
novel a fictional narrative with a plot and developing characters 
dictionary contains an alphabetical list of words, with information given for each word 
autobiography a person writing a book about his/her life 
fairy tale written for children, often with fanciful creatures and characters 
play a story intended to be acted and performed on stage 
poem a piece of writing in which the words are arranged in separate lines, often ending in 

rhyme 
short story a fictional work of prose that is shorter in length than a novel 
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